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2ND EDITION

Introducing Disability Studies
Ronald J. Berger and Loren E. Wilbers
Praise for the 1st edition:

“A welcome, accessible introduction to the growing field of disability studies.”
—Michelle Jarman, Disability Studies Quarterly

“A must-have book for courses in disability studies or the sociology of disability,
or for anyone interested in learning more about disability from a sociological
perspective.” —Humanity & Society

“Offer[s] a much-needed perspective to balance negative socially constructed
opinions regarding disability.” —Jane Crawford, International Journal of Disability,
Development, and Education

T

he new edition of this acclaimed text is an
up-to-date introduction to the key themes,
research, and controversies in disability studies.
The authors’ innovative approach offers
thorough coverage of:
• diverse theoretical perspectives
• historical context, from ancient times
to the present
• the impact of disability throughout
the life course
• a range of physical, sensory, and
cognitive impairments
• the place of disability in popular culture
• ethical issues, such as genetic selection
and physician-assisted suicide
While giving prominence to the voices of
individuals, they provide a solid foundation for
making sense of disability not only as a personal
experience, but also as a social phenomenon.

NEW
edition!

Disability
Studies

Ronald J. Berger is professor emeritus
of sociology at the University of WisconsinWhitewater (UWW). Loren E. Wilbers is
assistant professor of sociology and coordinator
of the Disability Studies Program at UWW.
CONTENTS

• Disability and Society.
• Perspectives on Disability.
• The Uneven March of Progress.
• The Family and Childhood.
• Adolescence, Adulthood, and Aging.
• The Bodily Experience of Disability.
• Disability and Popular Culture.
• The Future of Disability.
November 2020/ca. 300 pages
ISBN: 978-1-62637-925-1

pb $29.95/£25.50
Australia: A$51.70
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Disability and Identity: Negotiating Self in a Changing Society

Disability and Aging:

Rosalyn Benjamin Darling

Learning from Both to Empower the Lives of Older Adults

“Revitalizes interactionist and identity
scholarship of decades past while simultaneously paving the way for crucial future
advancements.... Works like this help to
prevent us from becoming entrenched within
narrow, deterministic outlooks as scholars.”
—Alex I. Thompson, Symbolic Interaction

“An important step forward.... This book is
a fascinating read for anyone interested in
identity theory or disability studies.”
—Christopher Johnstone, American Journal of Sociology

CONTENTS

“A foundational work for those who wish to

Introduction • Stigma and Acceptance over Time • Societal
Views and Self-Conceptions • Intersecting Identities
Among Women and African Americans with Disabilities
• The Disability Rights Movement and Identity Politics •
The Diversity of Disability Orientations • Measuring
Disability Identity and Orientation • Identity over the Life
Course • Disability and Identity: Past, Present, and Future.

explore this often-misunderstood topic....
Highly recommended.” —Choice

R

osalyn Darling offers a sweeping examination of
disability identity, tracing its history and parsing
the shifting forces that have shaped individual and
societal understandings of ability and impairment
across time.
Darling focuses on the relationship between
societal views and the self-conceptions of people

Jeffrey S. Kahana and Eva Kahana

with mental and physical impairments. She also
illuminates the impact of the disability rights movement, life-course dynamics, and race and gender in
creating a diversity of disability identities. Her seminal work reveals the remarkable resilience of individuals in the face of profound social and material barriers,
at the same time that it enhances our understanding
of the construction and experience of “difference” in
our changing society.
Rosalyn Benjamin Darling is professor emeritus
of sociology at Indiana University of Pennsylvania.

paperback 2019/189 pages
ISBN: 978-1-58826-864-8
ISBN: 978-1-62637-818-6
Disability in Society

“Researchers interested in disability across the
life course, but particularly in older ages,
should consider this book a must-read.”
—Kenzie Latham-Mintus, Contemporary Sociology

“A powerful book.”

—Bronwyn Keefe,
The Gerontologist

“Offers a much-needed connection between

CONTENTS

gerontology and disability studies.... Highly
recommended.” —Choice

The World of Late-Life Disability • Contextualizing
Aging and Disability • Learning from Gerontology • A
Life-Course Perspective • Adventurous Aging Through
International Travel • Managing the Physical Environment
• Enhancing Care in the Nursing Home Environment •
The Experience of Disability at the End of Life • Toward
Better Public Policies • The Promise of Convergence in
Gerontology and Disability Studies.

hat is the lived experience of previously healthy
W
older adults as they face disability in late life,
and how is disability assimilated in their identity?
How do prevailing practices facilitate—or limit—
options for elders living with new disabilities?
To address these questions, Jeffrey Kahana and
Eva Kahana uniquely synthesize disability and
gerontological perspectives to explore both the
unfolding challenges of aging and the practices and
policies that can enhance the lives of older adults.

hc $75/£63.95
pb $25/£20.95
Australia: hc A$128.70/pb A$42.90

“[A] welcome and necessary book.”
—Tom Coogan, Contemporary Sociology

“Offer[s] a unique look into the ways in
which disability comedy, as both a tool of
empowerment and critique, has evolved
over time.” —Choice

“[A] fresh and creative work that furthers
our sociological understanding of disability,
culture, arts, and social change.”
—Sandi Kawecka Nenga, American Journal of Sociology

xploring a paradox, Shawn Bingham and Sara
Echallenge
Green show how humor has been used both to
traditional views of disability and to reinforce negative stereotypes and social inequalities.
Seriously Funny ranges from ancient Greek
dramas to medieval court jesters to contemporary
comedy, from stage performances to the experi-

2 • Lynne Rienner Publishers

2017/251 pages
ISBN: 978-1-62637-590-1
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Disability in Society

ORDER

Seriously Funny: Disability and the Paradoxical Power of Humor
Shawn Chandler Bingham and Sara E. Green

Jeffrey S. Kahana is associate professor
of history and codirector of the Center on
Aging and Policy at Mount Saint Mary
College. Eva Kahana is Distinguished
University Professor and Pierce T. and
Elizabeth D. Robson Professor of the Humanities
at Case Western Reserve University.

Australia: A$119.90

*Special price $35!
(Must order by mail, phone, or fax)

FORM

❏ Payment enclosed; check made payable to
Lynne Rienner Publishers; US dollars only

Address ____________________________________
❏ Please charge: ❏ VISA ❏ MC Exp. ________

ences of daily life. Rich with insights into issues
of identity and social stratification, it offers an eyeopening perspective on attitudes toward disability
across the ages.
Shawn Chandler Bingham is associate professor of sociology at the University of North Carolina
Wilmington. Sara E. Green is associate professor
of sociology at the University of South Florida.
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Send your prepaid order to:
Lynne Rienner Publishers
1800 30th St., Suite 314, Boulder, CO 80301 USA
Tel: 303-444-6684 Fax: 303-444-0824
Email: cservice@rienner.com • www.rienner.com

CONTENTS

The Social Significance of Disability Humor • Humor as
Aesthetic, Analysis, and Activism • Disability and Humor
in Historical Context • A Twenty-First-Century Cast of
Comic Characters • Creating New Narratives • Disability
Humor in a Politically Correct World • Using Disability
Humor to Reimagine Society • APPENDIX: Biographical
Sketches of the Comedians Interviewed.
2017/200 pagess
ISBN: 978-1-62637-520-8
Disability in Society

hc $25/£20.95
Australia: A$42.90
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Subtotal
UNITED STATES:
CO
residents
$5 for the 1st book;
add 3% sales tax
$2 for each add’l.
ALL OTHER AREAS:
Shipping
$15 for the 1st book;
$5 for each add’l.
Total

PRICE

$________
$________

DESK/EXAM COPIES IN THE US & CANADA:
Ebooks of paperbacks are free for 60 days (after
which your access will cease) or you can pay
$7.50 for perpetual access.
If you prefer a print copy, paperback exam
copies are available for $7.50 in the US and
$15 in Canada, shipping included. Hardcover
exam copies are available at a 50% discount,
plus shipping.
Please limit your request to 3 books and
include the name of your institution along with
the name and number of the course, its anticipated enrollment, and when it will be offered.

$________
$_______
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In Australia and New Zealand,
send orders to:
Lynne Rienner Publishers
c/o XL Express (Logistics) Pty Ltd
11a Greenhills Avenue
Moorebank NSW 2170
Australia
Tel: + 61 (0)2 8778 9999
Fax: + 61 (0)2 8778 9944
Email: orders@tldistribution.com.au
www.eurospanbookstore.com/rienner
For inspection copies, email
inspections@eurospangroup.com.
Australian dollar prices include GST.

In Europe, send orders to:
Eurospan
Gray’s Inn House
127 Clerkenwell Road
London EC1R 5DB UK
Tel: +44 (0)20 7240-0856
Fax: +44 (0)20 7379-0609
Email: info@eurospan.co.uk
www.eurospanbookstore.com/rienner
For information on academic inspection
copies, email inspections@eurospan.co.uk.
Discounts are not available in
Australia, New Zealand, or Europe.

